
Key Stage 1 Home Learning- w/c 29.06.2020 

Daily activities:  

English worksheet 

  

Maths video and 

worksheet 

Phonics and Spelling 

activity 

TTRS and Numbots PE session An activity from the 

choices below. 

This week’s themed learning is based around our new Marvellous Maps topic  

History 

Cities and towns have changed a lot over 

the years. The same has happened to 

houses. Do you remember what houses 

were made of before the Great fire of 

London in 1666? Are houses still made 

out of the same materials? Look at these 

pictures and paintings from houses today 

in Hyde and before 1666 in London. 

Write a list explaining the similarities and 

differences.  

 

 
 

Computing 

Geography and History (Larger maps attached below) 

    
Hyde 1890s                                                Hyde 1950s                                             Hyde today 

Here are maps of Hyde through the ages. Look at how the maps are different but also the area of Hyde. Can you spot any similarities 

or differences? Are there more or less houses? Is Hyde bigger or smaller than the past? Can you see any names of places or parts of 

Hyde that you are familiar with?  

 

Create a small paragraph noting all the similarities and differences you can see.  

English 

Using Collins online dictionary, can you define the following words? 

familiar, household, region, area, represent, skill, suggest.  

British Values – Individual Liberty  

Use a search engine to search what Individual Liberty means. 

Can you explain this in your own words? 



Complete the quiz about the Great Fire of 

London set as a 2do on Purple Mash.  

Sports Day 

With just this pack and a few household items you’ll be all set to run your own 

sports day, wherever you are. Here are some suggested activities but you are free 

to chop and change them to suit your 

situation. 

If you are confused by any of the descriptions visit our YouTube 

channel(www.youtube.com/2SimpleTV ) to see videos of all the events. 

Find the activities attached below.  

 

DT  

Strong shapes 

You will need: Toothpicks, jelly sweets (midget gems work well!) 

Make a variety of shapes, such as a square or a triangle, from the sweets 

and toothpicks by placing one sweet in each of the corners. Press the 

sides and corners of each of the shapes. 

Which shape is the strongest? 

Which shape do you think would be best to use to construct a building? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sticky knowledge: Remembering our previous learning 

History – Significant Events 

 The Great Fire of London. Do you remember when it happened? Can you remember what happened? Refresh your memory here: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/37222884  

Art – Significant Artist 

 Pablo Picasso – do you know any of his famous paintings? Refresh your memory here: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zdfgkqt  

 

Science – Significant scientists 

 Charles Macintosh: do you remember what he made? Why is it important? Find out here: https://www.britannica.com/biography/Charles-

Macintosh#ref141461  



Choose three activities from the spelling board below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year One Spellings 

Air    fair 

 pair    hair    

chair  bare 

 dare  care 

 share  scared 

 
 Year Two Spellings 

key   donkey 

 monkey   chimney 

 valley   want 

 watch   wander 

quantity  squash 



 



 



 



                                                                                                                                                                                    Sports Day Activities 


